
TRAIN. MAINTAIN. REPAIR. RENOVATE.
ANY DOOR. ANY MANUFACTURER.

GUARDIAN™

PROCARE
Door Services
SHIELDED DOOR SPECIALISTS117,000 PATIENTS WALK THROUGH OUR GUARDIAN™

RADIATION SHIELDED DOORS EVERY DAY.

With the largest install base in the world, NELCO Worldwide provides powerful shielding solutions that make 

critical radiation therapy treatments possible. NELCO is in every one of the top 10 and in 48 of the top 50 

hospitals in the United States. Our 87 years of experience and expertise in the industry provides peace of mind 

knowing that you and your patients are protected by the best radiation shielding technologies anywhere.

YOUR DOOR SYSTEM IS
ONE OF YOUR MOST VITAL

PIECES OF EQUIPMENT

IF YOUR DOOR SYSTEM ISN’T OPERATIONAL,
NEITHER IS YOUR MEDICAL FACILITY.

When your medical equipment isn’t functioning properly, your patients aren’t being treated. And that can 

be costly in so many ways. The same holds true for your radiation therapy door system. 

The shielded door system to your treatment room consists of intricate automated components. To ensure 

that your door is functioning properly and safely, the right training of your personnel and maintenance of 

the mechanical, electrical and safety systems is needed for this highly specialized equipment. Regularly 

scheduled door service enables the technical machinery to run properly and avoid costly breakdowns. 

Then you can count on consistent, safe operation and optimal performance for the life of the system.

As demand for radiation therapy increases, it is even more important that your radiation shielded door 

functions at 100% speed and efficiency every day. Inefficiencies caused by neglected maintenance can 

create many negative effects on treatment schedules, patients, staff and overall safety, not to mention the 

ability to generate stable revenue.

NELCOWORLDWIDE.COM
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“THE SAFETY OF YOUR CLINICAL TEAMS, 

ADMINISTRATORS, PATIENTS, AND 

THEIR LOVED ONES IS OUR NUMBER 

ONE PRIORITY.”

- Ed Delia, Director of Door Services

781.418.7550 (24/7 service hotline)781.418.7550 (24/7 service hotline)

GUARDIAN PROCARE PLANS

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (one annual for swing 

doors, two for sliding and/or bi-parting doors)

 Adjustments

 Lubrication as recommended by the manufacturer

 Verify door function and safety systems

 Written report

During normal work hours

After normal work hours

SERVICES (comprehensive inspection of the full door 

system and components)

 Mechanical

 Electrical

 Linear motion system

 Safety devices

 Inspection report

TRAINING

 Safety systems 

 Door function

 Unlimited trainees

 Documented attendance

One annual department training

 (on-site during inspection – webinar otherwise)

Two floating department trainings

Unlimited webinar trainings

PARTS AND LABOR (during normal work hours)

 Electrical components including all safety systems

 Points of control

 Battery backup systems and their batteries

 Operator motor

Mechanical components

Linear motion system

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Replacement or repair of finishes

After hours/emergency repairs

Reactive service (break-fix service only)

DOOR SYSTEM ENGINEERING EVALUATION

(helps determine root causes for recurring problems)

 Operation

 Mechanical

 Electrical

 Structural

 Repair history

PLATINUMGOLDSILVERBRONZE

Enhancing Performance,
Safety, and Aesthetics
GUARDIAN PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
Speed Enhancements, Operator Upgrades, Partial Open Feature

GUARDIAN SAFETY UPGRADES
Battery Backup Systems, Reversing Edges, Presence Sensors, Infrared Light Curtains

GUARDIAN AESTHETIC UPGRADES
Unlimited Custom Finishes, Personalized Door Designs

Training to
Safeguard Lives
We know how important safety is to you in your medical facility. We can assure you that the safety of your patients 

and personnel is always our first priority. It’s the reason we provide hands-on training for your staff with one 

primary objective in mind, to help facilitate the safe operation of your radiation therapy door systems.

Training for all users on the operation and safety features of the entry system is essential to safeguarding 

everyone. This basic training is in place to help protect the people who pass through as well as those who operate 

the radiation shielded doors.

Additionally, if you choose to use your internal maintenance department to provide technical expertise, we’ve 

developed a program to train your in-house personnel in the same manner in which we train our own technicians.

For more than 87 years, we have been furnishing and installing safe and reliable products, such as our swing, slide, 

and bi-parting door systems. Having the right programs and processes in place, you can be certain that your 

Radiation Therapy Department is equipped with safe and reliable shielded entry systems.

Door Safety 
DO
Train annually

Train new hires

Keep door area clear of obstructions

Maintain door as recommended by manufacturer

Perform daily and weekly safety checks

Use proper procedures for opening and closing the door

DON’T
Don’t modify door speeds

Don’t alter/modify safety sensors

Don’t use safeties to interrupt door functions

Dos & Don'ts

Introducing
GUARDIAN™ PROCARE

MAXIMIZE FUNCTIONALITY AND SECURITY,
WHILE EXTENDING THE LIFE OF YOUR ENTRY EQUIPMENT.

The Guardian ProCare team offers extensive training and preventive maintenance plans for your radiation 

shielded door to greatly reduce the risk of unscheduled downtime. Our shielded door specialists have the 

expertise to evaluate and service all door systems from every manufacturer. Our technicians, in conjunction 

with the engineers, conduct a thorough documentation, examination and analysis of each of your door 

systems. With the proper plan in place, malfunctions are extremely unlikely.

By optimizing the efficiency of your equipment and routinely inspecting its operation, we help you maximize 

uptime by minimizing unexpected disruptions. Our range of ProCare plans provides training and maintenance 

as well as the latest upgrades, parts and labor needed to restore and even enhance your door to its highest 

level of efficiency.

At NELCO, we live and work every day according to our motto, “Safety for life.” Our staff is trained to treat 

each service call with the same level of urgency and priority, regardless of the severity of the problem.

We understand that it’s not just lost revenue – it’s also about patients and their families who are affected

by missing a treatment.
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